Detection of porosity of pharmaceutical compacts by terahertz radiation transmission and light reflection measurement techniques.
We report on the non-destructive quantification of the porosity of pharmaceutical compacts (microcrystalline cellulose tablets) by using both optical and terahertz techniques. For the full analysis of the porosity of pharmaceutical tablets, the results obtained in both cases have shown that optical and terahertz techniques are complementary. The intrinsic refractive index of microcrystalline cellulose was estimated using the effective refractive index obtained from the time delay of the THz pulse together with the Bruggeman model for effective media. Once this intrinsic refractive index is known, the unknown porosity of the tablet can be estimated with the aid of the measured effective refractive index as well as the thickness of the pharmaceutical tablet. The method was tested using a set of thirteen tablets having different porosities. It is shown that the error in the estimation of the unknown tablet's porosity is less than 1%. In addition, surface roughness was measured by using an optical interferometer and gloss by using a diffractive-optical-element based glossmeter. The measurement was achieved by scanning the tablets with a probe beam and detecting the reflected light. The surface roughness and gloss data show relatively good correlation with the porosities of the tablets.